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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
A New Beginning

Submitted by Dennis Morrissey
IL-ACDA President
Hello to all members of Illinois
ACDA.
In the world of choral music,
autumn is the season of new
beginnings. Choirs assemble or
reassemble in schools, places of
worship, and communities across
our state. It’s a time for renewed
energy and high hopes for the
coming year.
Illinois ACDA annually renews
itself, as well. Our summer Retreat
always gets the jump on autumn
as a time of renewal for our
members. We came together as
a choral community to share and
care--and to be inspired. Guest
clinicians Rick Bjella (Texas Tech)
and Carol Krueger (Emporia State)
did educate and inspire us with
their conducting, their insights into
music and people, and their warm
humanity. The time we spent with
colleagues was also enriching,
whether singing, visiting, eating,
or laughing. May I say thank you
to the many dedicated members
whose efforts resulted in such a
successful conference.
Our state board is another area of
IL-ACDA renewal. Karyl Carlson

and I would like to thank the
following departing members
for having generously shared
their time and talents: Beth Best,
Past President; Leslie Manfredo,
Treasurer; Andy Jensen, Secretary;
Chris Cayari, Podium; Andy Jeffrey,
Podium Assistant; Tina Shoemaker,
Female Choirs; Tom Foust,
Membership; Lee Kesselman,
Composition; Michael Zemek,
Youth & Student Activities and
District 2 Chair; and Erin Stegall,
District 4 Chair.
I am pleased to welcome these
members to the board, several
of whom are returning but with
different responsibilities: Lee
Kesselman, President-Elect;
Amy Branahl, Treasurer; Laura
Coster, Secretary; Andy Jeffrey
and Brandon Catt, Membership;
Phil Spencer, Composition;
Beth Buehlman, Podium; Aubrey
Dunham, Female Choirs; Andy
Jensen, Youth and Student
Activities; Joshua Spear, District
4 Chair; Jeremiah Selvey, District
6 Chair; and Drayton Eggleson,
District 8 Chair.
The Sing Up membership
campaign sponsored by National
ACDA is an obvious area for
renewal. Last year IL-ACDA
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gained over 100 members and
had a 92% membership retention
rate--a remarkable achievement.
(Thanks, Karyl.) This year’s
campaign runs from September 21
through November 18. Let’s seek
to improve, both in recruiting and
retaining members. Check out our
website (www.il-acda.org) and
Facebook (Illinois ACDA) for more
information.
Participating with your choir
in a festival can rekindle your
spirit. Currently scheduled
festivals sponsored by IL-ACDA
include: Collegiate (ISU, Nov.
14 tentative--Susan Davenport);
Show Choir (Naperville North
HS, Oct. 22-24--Kassy Krause);
Men (February probably--Mark
Grizzard); and Two-Year College
(College of DuPage, April 9--Tom
Stauch). Check our website for
updates.
Looking ahead to the 2016 Retreat
completes the cycle of renewal.
Dates are June 29-30 and the
location is Illinois State University.
Jonathan Reed of Michigan State
University will be our headliner
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District 1
Diane Marelli
Riverside Brookfield High School
marellid@rbhs208.org

clinician and will conduct the
Directors’ Chorus. He is especially
well versed in conducting high
school and college choirs. Efforts
are underway to secure the talents
of a complementary clinician
whose expertise is with middle
school and junior high students.

District 2
Open
District 3
Ben Luginbuhl
Normal Community High School
Luginbbr@unit5.org
District 4
Josh Spear
Rochester High School
jspear@rochester3a.net
District 5
Jacob Elam
Central A&M Middle School
elamj@cam.k12.il.us
District 6
Jeremiah Selvey
Southern Illinois University
jselvey@mac.com
District 7
Sean Newman
Round Lake Middle School
snewman@rlas-116.org
District 8
Drayton Eggleson
Sycamore High School
dreggles@syc427.org
District 9
Bryan Kunstman
Kaneland High School
Bryan.kunstman@kaneland.org

We can encourage and support
each other in our renewal efforts
by attending one another’s
concerts, by sharing a concert,
or even sharing a rehearsal. An
encouraging word from a friend
or other colleague following a
performance can be a source of
motivation and--you guessed
it--renewal. Let’s continue to
encourage one another in this
passion of ours: making choral
music.

Our board next meets during the
IMEC (Illinois Music Education
Conference) in Peoria on Friday
January 29th. If you have
suggestions you would like us to
consider, let one of us hear from
you. Our contact information is on
the website and in this publication.
I’m eager and excited to work with
each of you to benefit IL-ACDA
and our choral singers.

It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the Year!
Submitted by
Diane Marelli
Riverside-Brookfield High School
District 1 Representative
What is more exciting than the
beginning of a new school year?
Preparation for that first day,
for those first few weeks, will
set the tone for the entire year.
At the beginning of the school
year, we greet new students, we
become comfortable with the new
makeup of singers in our choirs,
we review chosen repertoire and
explore music recently discovered.
We prepare lessons that will be
musical, but also welcoming and
fun for our students. I would like
to share some ideas and resources
that I use during the first weeks as
well as throughout the school year.
Teaching rounds and canons on
the first days of school is a good
way to get everyone singing
together immediately. After all,
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On a personal note, I feel very
honored to be your president. I’m
keenly aware that it’s a we job,
not a me job. Only by working
and caring together can IL-ACDA
continue to grow.

isn’t that why students are in
choir? Our advanced ensembles
are eager to sing together again.
Getting them to sing together
is easy. But rounds and canons
get them singing and listening
to each other immediately. Our
beginning ensembles are often new
students coming from different
schools and musical backgrounds.
Singing rounds and canons give
these young singers the comfort
level needed to sing in their new
surroundings and with their new
choir members. Students gain
confidence singing in a group
and in unison. They can then
quickly move into parts and I
find that they can learn several
songs in a day. I usually like to
teach a round in English, one in
a foreign language and one that
is humorous or very fast. These
rounds and canons have many
uses. They can be used for voice
testing, assessments and can also
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(It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the Year! continued from page 3)

be performed in concert. The King’s
Singers Book of Rounds, Canons and
Partsongs (Hal Leonard, pub.) is a
delightful collection of nearly 100
songs. It is arranged in several
categories and has songs that are
very simple to songs that are very
complex. You will definitely use
this book. Another book I like is
Rounds Galore! by Sol Weber. This
book includes over 300 rounds of
varying difficulty. You’ll be sure to
find something of interest.
Once students have sung a little,
it’s time for them to get to know
each other. Team Building Games
can be very successful, but many
teachers use them during the
first few days of school. I am
always looking for new ideas or
reworking games and exercises
that really appeal to music
students. You can find many
games online. ChoralNet is a good
resource. I have also used many
of the games found in Icebreakers:
(60 Fun Activities to Build A Better
Choir) - Valerie Lippoldt Mack
(Shawnee Press, Inc.). Most of
the games have very little set-up
or preparation and can be quickly
implemented with large groups as
well as small.
Have you thought about the
warm-ups you use every day? I
know that I can get in a rut, using
the same comfortable warm-ups
over and over. I make it a point
to plan 2 or 3 new exercises for
those very first days of rehearsal.
It keeps me on my toes and opens
the ears and eyes of the students. It
also gives students the opportunity
to bond by learning something
brand new together as a choir. I
have used many of the warm-ups
and songs from Choir Builders:
Fundamental Vocal Techniques for
Classroom and General Use by Rollo
Dilworth. This is a book of very
VOLUME 42 NO. 1

musical, singable warm-ups and
songs. The songs are educational,
motivational and students find
them interesting and fun to sing.
The book includes unison to 4-part
songs that you can use with treble
or mixed voices.
My school is beginning the 1:1
initiative using Chromebooks
this year. It will begin with the
freshman class. Last year, all the
teachers received Chromebooks
in order to gain familiarity, and
I began experimenting with
different apps.
• Music Notation Practice is an app
for note reading and ear training.
Students click on the note names
and are timed. It includes single
notes as well as chords for the
free app. Of course, you can
always upgrade to Pro for a fee.
The free app works just fine for
beginning students.
• Teoria.com is a good music
theory site. It has very useful
tutorials as well as ear training
exercises. Students can work at
their own level and at their own
pace.
• A new favorite is SoundTrap.
It is a web-based application
for audio editing. Students
can create their own music
using melodies and harmonies
that they have composed, or
experiment with the pre-loaded

sounds and instruments they
find on SoundTrap. One of the
most interesting features of this
app is that it is collaborative.
Students can work together in
real-time.
Finally, I find it important to take
time and reflect. Before the first
day of classes, I like to re-read
the notes I have written at the
conferences and workshops I
have attended over the years. All
of those notebooks and journals
are like a trip back in time. It’s
interesting to read what once
inspired me and to remind me
of just what I love about choral
music and how I have been
influenced and enlightened by
so many great educators and
musicians. By reviewing my notes,
I have rediscovered forgotten
titles of music that I once wrote
in the margin of a page. I am
also reminded of the wisdom
from conductors at past ACDA
Conferences - Eph Ely, Paul
Oakley, Weston Noble, Alice
Parker, and Paul Salamunovich,
to name just a few. As I reflected
back this year, I found a quote
written several years ago.
“We are ordinary people striving
for the extraordinary.”
It is certainly true, isn’t it? Have
an extraordinary year!
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Choosing Repertoire with Love and Honesty
Submitted by
Jeff Hunt
Baker Memorial
United Methodist Church
R&S Chair for Music and Worship
It is a joy for me to serve the
Illinois members of ACDA and
I am truly honored to be a voice
in the role of supporting and
encouraging members involved in
making music in worship. During
our summer re-treat, I was once
again reminded of how robust,
diverse and exciting music must
be in the lives of many churches
throughout Illinois. This was
brought to light for me in our
session where many came with
anthems to share. Ten or so
directors shared an anthem or
two from their choir’s repertoire.
Nothing was spoken really about
the music, but we were directed
in the music by the presenting
conductor. What moved me was
not just the music, but the directors
and the joy and enthusiasm they

had in sharing what obviously was
meaningful and important to them.
As I contemplated the session,
what resonated with me was
seeing how important it is to bring
passion, honesty, imagination,
vitality and love to the music you
select for your church choirs. I was
reminded that it is good to not be
afraid of being yourself in the way
you express your love of the music.
Many benefits may arise from this
positive and honest approach to
the music you select. First, it may
be easier for them to engage and
connect with any music you select
for them if they see how much you
believe in it. Another benefit of this
openness and transparency will be
that what you desire to teach them
along the way, regarding good
ensemble singing, just may come
along more quickly and naturally
if they see how much you believe
in the music. They may ride along
with your enthusiastic energy
and in a sense, develop a personal

willingness, which in turn, will
help them negotiate though the
tricky rudiments of the music and
good choral singing.
This is the time of year where
music selection for the church
year begins to take place. When
you make your selections, be sure
you can be passionate, honest,
imaginative and in love with the
music. Your congregation and
your choir will be moved more by
what you can bring to the music if
they see you are engaged with it.
It is true that as Directors of Music
and Organists we serve many,
each of whom will have different
expectations and desires when it
comes to the music we are charged
to select. In the end however, it is
God, our audience of one, we are
called to serve. Seeking joy and
peace in the music we select to
Worship Him should give us all
the good footing we need in our
service to the church.

From the Mouths of Instrumentalists...
Submitted by
Susan Davenport, DMA
Director of Choral Activities
Southern Illinois University
College University R&S Chair
Each spring I teach a Choral
Methods class for future choral
directors. In Illinois, the music
teacher is licensed to teach in all
areas – band, choral, orchestra
and general music. The makeup
of this semester’s class was odd
– all instrumentalists in the class,
none who had sung in a choir
before. While there was plenty of
choral pedagogy to teach, it was
important for these students to
observe choral rehearsals to see
those pedagogical ideas put into
action. To accomplish this, the
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students were required to observe
weekly rehearsals led by my
colleague as he worked with one of
the choirs at the university. Their
assignment was to come to the next
class meeting with one question
and one observation.
This exercise turned out to be
one of the richest parts of the
class. Some of the comments were
actually pretty humorous – like
“why is choral conducting so
different from conducing other
ensembles?” (The response to
that question might take a whole
book!!) – but many of them
made me keenly aware that we,
as teacher/conductors, make
many assumptions about what
singers are understanding in

rehearsals. We assume our singers
know why we are working on a
specific technique. We assume
they understand our process of
rehearsing. We assume they know
why we emphasize a certain skill
set. It became abundantly clear that
the techniques and processes we
use, and the skill sets we attempt
to build in our singers, probably
need far more explanation than we
give them during rehearsals.
Most of the questions brought by
these instrumental students were
the very items eventually covered
in the Choral Methods class things like:
• What is the purpose of x, y, or z
warm-up exercise?
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(From the Mouths of Instrumentalists... continued from page 6)

• Why do singers need to
pronounce the “t” or the “d” at
the end of a word?
• How do you make the choir
sing more stylistically correct?
• As the concert gets closer, is it
better to run full pieces, or keep
fixing very specific sections?
But the observations the students
made served as a clear reminder
that fundamental rehearsal
techniques cannot be taken
for granted. Hearing from the
collegiate instrumentalists might
do us all some good. Here are just
a few of their observations:
• Posture issues can be dealt with
in very little time.
• Remembering where to breathe
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is important so singers should
mark the breaths in their music.
• It is important to be able to
demonstrate what you want your
singers to do.
• Before sight singing, it is good
to review fundamental music
theory including rhythms, meter,
key signature, tempo descriptive
words such as allegretto and
andante.
• Unified vowels fix everything!
• Ensemble problems can often be
addressed to the whole group.
• The intensity of the ensemble
changes with the intensity of the
conductor.
It was interesting to see that many
things taken for granted by choral
conductors are really a very big

deal and, since many students
in ensembles are brand new to
singing in a group, it is necessary
to explain why we do the things
we do. For example, #6 was
interesting. Of course problems
are often solved by working with
the whole group…possibly the
majority of time is spent that way.
However, to a band student, who
only sees his part and not the parts
of the other instruments, he may
not think about solving problems
from an ensemble perspective
(even though he probably
should!) Or #5...unified vowels fix
everything. I had to laugh at that
one because so much of our time is
spent on unifying vowels sounds.
Yet, to an instrumentalist who
never has words to consider, much
less the specific vowel sounds, it
PAGE 7

(From the Mouths of Instrumentalists... continued from page 7)

was an “Ah-Hah” moment when
she heard the difference in tone
quality as the group mastered the
unified vowel sound.
Having the collegiate
instrumentalists bring their
comments illuminated that
rehearsing must be well planned
and efficient, allowing adequate
time for clear explanations of not

only what is necessary to sound
good, but why the activity works.
Each time the singers become
more cognizant of how a problem
was solved, the less likely they
are to have the same problem
again. Additionally, our own
level of efficiency in planning the
rehearsals – exactly which warmups are needed, how long we will
work on any one selection, what

specific areas need to be mastered
in this rehearsal – will lead to more
productive rehearsing and better
success in achieving goals.
Best wishes for an excellent
year of great planning, great
rehearsing, and great explanations
of our rehearsal and conducting
processes!

IL-ACDA 2015 Composition Contest
Congratulations to Richard
Robert Rossi whose piece O
Sacrum Convivium was selected
as the winner of this year’s ILACDA Composition Contest. The
Director’s Chorus at our Summer
Retreat had the distinct privilege
of rehearsing and premiering
Richard’s piece where it was
recorded and he received an award
for $1000.
In addition to his award from
IL-ACDA, O Sacrum Convivium
was recently picked up by Santa
Barbara Music Publishing and
is now available in their new
online listing called The Digital
Room: Distinctive Music for the
Advanced Choir. It can be found
at: http://sbmp.com/STM.
php?CatalogNumber=1345
Richard said, “I am forever
indebted to IL-ACDA for choosing
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my piece as the 2015 composition
winner. Quite honestly, having
been chosen provided validation
not only to me about the beauty of
the piece and what it represents,
but also to Santa Barbara Music
Publishing who found it worthy
of this prestigious listing on their
website. IL-ACDA opened this
door for me…Thank you!”
Congratulations Richard!
A bit about the winner…
Dr. Richard Robert Rossi holds
a DMA in Conducting from the
University of Illinois in UrbanaChampaign, an MFA in both
orchestral and choral conducting
from Carnegie Mellon University
in Pittsburgh, PA, a BM in music
education with a concentration
in piano and organ from Saint
Vincent College in Latrobe, PA,

and a Master of Divinity from
Saint Vincent Seminary.
Presently, Richard is Director of
Orchestral and Choral Activities at
Eastern Illinois University where
he directs the Eastern Symphony
Orchestra, Eastern Symphony
Chamber Orchestra, Concert Choir,
Oratorio Society and teaches
both graduate and advanced
undergraduate conducting and
organ. Other courses include:
University Mixed Chorus,
undergraduate conducting, choral
arranging, class voice and studio
voice as needed. In addition to
his teaching, performing and
recruiting schedule, Richard finds
time to raise almost $500,000.00 for
the department as of Spring 2014.
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All composers age 18 or older
with an Illinois connection
(i.e. residency, education or
employment) are invited to submit
works for SA or TB voices to
Illinois-ACDA’s annual Choral
Composition Contest. The winning

composition will be premiered at
the Illinois-ACDA Summer ReTreat, Summer 2016. In addition,
winning composers are invited to
display their other choral works at
our annual Summer ReTreat.

Entries for the 2016 IL-ACDA
contest will be accepted from now
until April 1st, 2016. Details and
forms for submitting your work
can found at: http://www.il-acda.
org/awards/

My Experience in the Heritage Ensemble
Submitted by
Benjamin Rogers
Music Education Student
Augustana College
There are many opportunities a
music education major is presented
when pursuing his or her licensure
at a university. However, many
programs do not include every
experience that music majors
could ask for in the curriculum.
One style of music I have always
found fascinating and have
had the opportunity to perform
this past year is gospel music. I
participated in a music ensemble,
a student-ran organization not
affiliated with Western Illinois
University’s School of Music,
called the Heritage Ensemble.
The Heritage Ensemble focuses
primarily on African and AfricanAmerican music genres, such as
gospel, spirituals, and jazz. During
my time in the ensemble, I was
introduced to two subjects that I
was very unfamiliar with: rotelearning and the falsetto technique.
VOLUME 42 NO. 1

In addition, I was able to learn
about the style and nuances of
gospel music, and I believe that
this overall experience has had a
beneficial impact on my education.
What I was least expecting when
participating in the Heritage
Ensemble was having to rotelearn all of the music. I have been
trained classically, so when the
sheet music was being passed out I
was shocked to see that it was only
a lyric sheet without any written
notation. Our director told me that
the sheet music had proved to be a
distraction to the singers who were
unable to read music. Our director
began teaching the melody and
it went well at first, as we were
learning a unison part. However,
the harmonies soon followed. Our
director sang the men’s harmony
part once and we repeated it back,
then he went to address the alto
section. Rather than keeping my
part retained in my head, I listen to
and learned the alto and soprano
parts; when it came time to run

everything we learned, I was
struggling with performing my
part.
I listened to the arrangement we
rehearsed several times before our
next rehearsal, so I felt competent
on my part and was ready to
rehearse it again. We ended up not
rehearsing that song for another
six weeks. Instead we began work
on our second piece, without
lyric sheets this time. This tune,
“Perfect Love Song,” by Anita
Wilson, seemed to be one that was
very familiar to everyone in the
chorus, aside from me. I pulled out
a notebook and I started writing
down the scale degree numbers
for my part, and this continued
for several weeks. After about a
month and a half, I was starting
to feel more comfortable with the
rote-learning instruction and I
began to start retaining more of
my part and relying less on my
melodic dictation. By the time
of our spring concert, I felt that I
had an entirely new take on rotePAGE 9

(My Experience in the Heritage Ensemble continued from page 9)

teaching, and I was very thankful
for the opportunity to experience
how to teach using this method of
instruction.
Another obstacle I had to
overcome in the ensemble was
the use of the falsetto technique.
In chorus, I have always sung the
lower bass part, and so I have
never had a need to spend time
working on my falsetto. In gospel
music, there are several moments
where the chorus is expected to
sing unison parts, but I found
out the hard way that unison in
octaves is not accepted, and all the
men were required to sing in their
falsetto. In the beginning, it was
very difficult and uncomfortable; I
spent most of this part of rehearsal
lip syncing. As I became more
exposed to the technique, it grew
easier, and soon became a valuable
asset to my vocal abilities. More
importantly, a lesson I learned
from this part of my experience
was that it can be very beneficial
to break outside of your comfort

zone. Being placed outside of my
comfort zone proved to be a very
great experience as I was able to
expand my range substantially
and become versatile with this
technique.

percussive style singing. I found
his presentation to be very accurate
as his descriptions of the gospel
style truly reflected the style of
music being taught in the Heritage
Ensemble.

This past February, I had the
privilege of attending the ACDA
National Conference in Salt
Lake City. Among the many
great experiences I had at this
conference, I had the opportunity
to attend a session led by Rollo
Dilworth, titled “Make a Joyful
Noise!: Achieving Stylistic Nuance
in Gospel Music.” The session
was structured as a lecture-based
reading session, with handouts
including a sheet describing the
different nuances in gospel music
and a booklet of Dilworth’s own
gospel arrangements and other
compositions, provided by Hal
Leonard. A few of the major
points Dilworth elaborated on
were rhythm, vocal tone color,
movement, and vocal techniques
such as vocal pulsations and

Performing as part of the
Heritage Ensemble this past year
was an invaluable experience.
Participation during rehearsals
allowed me to learn and experience
the application of a method of
instruction widely used in music
education. The rote-learning
process proved to be very valuable,
as I have not had the experience of
learning through this method in
any of the other ensembles I have
participated in. Learning to sing in
my falsetto allowed me to increase
my range and vocal flexibility.
Upon attending the ACDA
National Conference this past
February, I had the opportunity to
learn about the history, technique,
and different nuances of gospel
music. These experiences this
past year have led me to realize

At North Park, you’ll get the personalized
attention and performance opportunities you
need to reach your goals—in the classroom, on
the stage, and throughout the city of Chicago.
Undergraduate Auditions:
February 20 and March 5, 2016
For more information, contact:
Dr. Rebecca Ryan, Music Recruiter
(773) 244-5623
rryan@northpark.edu
www.northpark.edu/music

Find Your
Future Here

Dr. Julia Davids
Director of
Choral Activities

North Park University is an accredited institutional
member of the National Association of Schools of Music.

UMC-11412 SOM ACDA Ad.indd 1
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how much valuable information
I learned about gospel music,
but I also learned how to get the
most out of my education. I hope
that my documented experiences

allow other students to realize
that there are so many beneficial
resources that your college may
offer. I strongly encourage looking
into any music ensembles or

classes that may not be required
for your degree, attending ACDA
conferences, and especially taking
advantage of the education you are
paying for.

School in Gurnee, IL. As I went
through college, I continued to
have this goal, but also wanted
to have K-8 experience so I could
relate to my future colleagues
when I “made it” to a high school
position, but also so I could have
the tools in my box to take a
student at any point in their music
learning life and teach them.

lead to the next, but in each step
I could only see what was there
in that moment. I have learned
that “I’m getting too old to…” and
“I’m never going to…” have no
place in my vocabulary. Those
phrases have been replaced quite
appropriately with Robert Frost.
“Two roads diverged in a wood,
and I – I took the one less traveled
by, And that has made all the
difference.”

Letter from the Editor
Submitted by Beth Buehlman
Editor of The Podium
AltSchool Brooklyn Heights
It is a bit surreal for me to be
writing not only my introduction,
but my goodbye. Life seems to
have a bit of fun with me and
just when I think I have been
sufficiently stirred up, the universe
takes a preference for 007 and
decides to go for a full-on shake.
No sooner did I accept the role
as editor of the Podium for an
organization I hold dear to my
heart, that I was offered a position
in Brooklyn, NY and simply
couldn’t turn it down.
This was a difficult decision on
many fronts. I have been fortunate
to travel quite a bit, but I have
never lived outside of Illinois. It is
my home. The Illinois chapter of
ACDA is my choral music family.
I had the privilege to work with
many of the people I admired and
respected as I began my journey to
be a choral educator and met many
more along the way.
I don’t want to get too
philosophical, but I would like to
share what I have learned as I go
into my 10th year of teaching. I
entered college, like many choral
music education majors I know,
with the intention of becoming a
high school choral director. Music
has always been a significant part
of my life, and I was inspired by
my phenomenal high school choral
director, Allen Myren, during my
time at Warren Township High
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My first job was at a K-8 school.
Perfect! I can knock out that goal
right away! But once the recession
hit and budget cuts started, I found
myself being bounced around to
various districts around northern
Illinois. As a result, I am proud to
say I have taught every grade from
kindergarten through high school,
and grew a deep appreciation and
love for elementary and middle
school music, in addition to my
love for high school. I now regret
ever thinking that being a high
school teacher was “making it”
and elementary and middle school
was merely a stepping stone. I’ve
seen true magic at all grade levels.

To those I have had the esteemed
privilege to work with firsthand,
thank you. If you are new to our
IL-ACDA family, please reach out
and there will be wonderful people
to reach right back. To all, keep
following where your heart leads
you and don’t be afraid of the road
less traveled.
I am happy to announce the
next editor of The Podium is Dan
Wagner. You are in excellent
hands! Please refer all future
Podium correspondences to Dan:
danwagner@peopleofgrace.org

Several years ago, I decided to
consciously approach my life like
the golden rule of improv: the
answer is always yes. This lead
me to a high school position in
Chicago after I believed I never
wanted to live in the city, which
then ultimately lead me to my
move to New York. I set out to
be a high school choir director in
my hometown, and now I will be
teaching PreK-3rd grade music
in Brooklyn, NY. In retrospect, I
can see how each piece ultimately
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ACDA Mentoring Program
The American Choral Directors Association is focusing on
mentoring as a way to assist our membership in finding allies in
the never ending task of learning and growing professionally.
Our national leadership has determined that a mentoring
program is one of the best uses of our resources, human and
financial, as we seek to inspire excellence in choral music
education, performance, composition, and advocacy.
The American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) Mentoring
Program is open to ACDA members across the country. If you
would like to register as a mentor or apply to look for a mentor,
please visit mentoring.acda.org
To learn more about how the program works, Click Here.
For more information or to register for
the ACDA Central Division Conference,
please visit www.acdacentral.org
2015 Sing Up! Campaign
Do you know of anyone who is not a member of ACDA and should be?
Encourage them to join!
The ACDA annual membership drive runs from September 21st to
November 18th. Qualified students can Sing Up! for just $5 for their first
year of membership.
For more information about the Student Membership Initiative as well
as the Colleague Referral Program and Complimentary Membership
Program, please visit the ACDA Sing Up! page
The Conductor’s Podium is the official publication of the Illinois chapter of the
American Choral Directors Association. It is published three times a year, using the following deadlines.
Spring issue: Copy deadline March 15
Fall issue: Copy deadline August 15
Winter Issue: Copy deadline December 15
Send all written materials to Dan Wagner at danwagner@peopleofgrace.org
Advertising Rates and Sizes
1/8 Page (business card) - $40
1/4 Page (3.5” wide x 4” high) - $70
1/2 Page Horizontal (7.5” wide x 4” high) - $120
1/2 Page Vertical (3.5” wide x 8.5” high) - $120
Full Page (7.5” wide x 8.5” high) - $200
10% discount for ads placed in three consecutive issues.
Send all ad materials to Andrew Jeffrey at andrew_jeffrey@glenbard.edu
The preferred format is a high resolution PDF with embedded fonts.
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